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Our Second Decade

Thursday, February 25, 1988

University Proposes Chapel

Highlights
Crisis USA

First Plan Released
Chris Michailoff and
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor and Staff
Writer
Fairfield's response to its
relatively young tradition, which
includes its faith as a Catholic
community ,will be manifest in the
construction of a comtemporary
University chapel.
Fairfield has proposed to
undertake the construction of a
chapel, based on the recomendation of the Long Range Planning
Commitee; and as a visible response to its Jesuit heritage.
The University's Long Range
Planning Committee of 1983,
which was comprised of administrators, faculty, and students, set
the construction of a chapel as one
of the school's objectives. The
Committee had contended that the
Loyola Chapel could no longer
accommodate the needs of the
University; the Fairfield community had outgrown it.
Another reason for the construction of a new chapel would be
to "centralize worship" on the
campus, since Fairfield aspires to
the ideals of a Jesuit Catholic institution. The chapel will be located
behind the Campus Center to afford easy access to the students.
Dr. John Barone, the University Provost, has been overseeing the architectural drafting of a
model. He made the choice of the
firm Fletcher Thompson to design
the chapel, since they had built
many of the University buildings.
Barone felt the chapel
should lend itself to the "modern
look the campus puts forth." Barone further cited that an overriding
criteria for the chapel is "to have
the symbols of the past represented
in the present with the process of
changing for tommorrow."
The outer facade will be
comprised of materials that blend
with the rest of the University
buildings. The chapel has been
placed in close proximity to the
main road in order to be on a focal
point on campus.
The interior of the chapel

will consist of two levels. On the
lower level will be the Campus
Ministry Center. It will contain
offices, a large meeting room, a
small library and reading room,
and a kitchen. The upper level of
the building will house the actual
chapel. According to Fr. Philip
Pusateri, S.J., Fairfield University
Chaplain, the chapel will be "contemporary in design, while following the outline of Vatican II for

liturgical space."
Fr. Pusateri says the chapel will
be an asset to Campus Ministry
because "it will put Campus Ministry into the mainstream of student traffic."
The chapel will accomodate 500 people; and will have
chairs, not pews, so that the chapel
can be arranged for different occasions. The chapel has been designed "in the round." This design

is keeping with post-Vatican II
Catholic tradition, by attempting
to place the worshipper near the
altar.
Since the chapel is only in
the initial proposal stages, there
has not been a tentative date set for
the beginning of construction. The
University is currently assess the
feasibility of different methods
which will be employed to fund the
chapel:
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FUSA begins planning for next Semester
Gail English
Staff Writer
FUSA President-elect
Frank Carroll, and newly appointed Vice President of Student
Activities, Maria Orabona, attended the 28th annual National
Association of Campus Activities
National Convention in Washington, D.C. from February 16-21.
The purpose of N AC A is to
unite students with agents and
other other colleges in order to
book shows and improve the quality of the student association's
programming.
A year ahead, FUSA figures NACA into their budget,
planning for the President and one
Vice President to attend.
The D.C. theme
was
"Making a Difference", in order
that the students could help make a
difference on their campus as a

result of what took place at the
convention. More than 150 educational seesions were offered, including talks on publicity, leadership, and managing groups.
Nightly showcases exhibited
bands, comedians, and other entertainers.
"We saw The Village
People, Skippy from the TV showFamily Ties, and some soap opera
stars. We had a chance to see the
acts and talk to the agents," said
Orabona.
No acts were booked for
Fairfield University because,
agreed Carroll and Orabona," We
didn't want to make all of the
decisions without the Cabinet
members," and, added Orabona,
"It wouldn't be fair if we came
back here (to F.U) and just told
them, 'We booked this band and
that comedian.'"

The two Fairfield U. reps
have been to other NACA conventions. At the November regional
convention in Hartford, Orabona
learned a lot about poster publicity. "We've changed our poster
style to a glossy texture with a
modern design because of what
we've learned," she said.
Successful publicity was
also taught in D.C. Orabona explained that one school that was
having actor Alan Alda of
M*A*S*H come to speak, distributed hospital greens and caps out
to students to be worn that week.
This increased campus awareness.
"We probably couldn't do
the exact same thing because our
budget is not that large, but publicity like that would make our programs more interesting and successful," said Orabona.
Carroll and Orabona feel

The Image of Fairfield

that every NACA convention is a
new learning experience. The
performers are always different,
and trends and the location
change. The Hartford convention
was very' helpful because only
schools from this area attended,
making the students easier to relate
to.
While in D.C, Orabona
learned about colleges from the
South. " A lot of the students,
about 70%, are married, with kids,
and so they benefit from showing
children's films, whereas we
wouldn't," she explained. "It was
hard for us to relate to that and to
the really bigf schools that have
larger budgets."
"NACA conventions are
most beneficial if we speak with
the agents, mingle with other students, and take full advantage of
what they offer," said Carroll.

page 5&6.
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Speaker for
'88 Grads
Lynn Ann Casey
Assistant News Editor
Francis T. Hannafey, S.J., Assistant Academic Vice President,
has been asked to organize and
chair the 1988 Valedictory Committee. The primary purpose of the
commitee is to select the Valedictorian to address the University at
the commencement ceremony.
Each of the 62 members of the
graduating class with an overall
QPAof 3.5 or above are eligible to
submit speeches to the committee
for review. The committee, composed of five faculty members and
three students, will choose the
three best speeches anonymously.
The final three students will
then be asked to present their
speeches to the commitee, who
will then make their final decision
on the basis of content, appropriateness, and presentation.
"Speeches submitted by eligible seniors should reflect the
intellectual, social, and spiritual
growth achieved at Fairfield University," said Mr. Hannafey. He
continued by saying students
"should be mindful of the audience
in attendance which, besides fellow students, will include their
families, faculty, staffiand administrators as well as visitors from the
wider community and nation."
Personally, Mr. Hannafey
hopes the valedictorian to be
"someone who reflects the Class
of 1988, speaks knowledgeably
and intelligently of their experience of four years at Fairfield
University, enlivens the audience,
and represents the graduating class
with their hopes and future interests."
Mr. Hannafey encourages and
invites all eligible seniors to submit speeches. He calls the opportunity to address the audience an
"honor" because "the University
Commencement is the major academic convocation of the year."
"In my view,"-continued Mr.
Hannafey,"the Valedictory address is a wonderful tradition." He
is glad it still exists at Fairfield
University, as the whole tradition
is undergoing numerous changes
on university campuses around the
country." Overall, he hopes for
student interest and participation
in the selection process.
Speeches must be submitted
to the Office of the Assistant Academic Vice President in Canisius
312 by March 25, 1988.
The final decision of the
committee will be made by April
22,1988. The student chosen will
then be invited to work with a
faculty member from either the
English Department or the Communications Department to polish
and practice their speech.
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Spain Workshop planned
Greg Curley
Staff Writer

the Feast of St. James, Patron Saint
of Spain. Carefully planned field
trips to Segovia, Avila, Burgos,
Pamplona (for two weeks during
the Running of the Bulls), San
Sabastian, Oviedo, and Salamanca
will also be included.
The workshop originated in
1966, when Fairfield University
received a $66,000 government
grant for the on-campus re-training of high school language teachers. In 1968, a $76,000 grant was
received for an on location retraining of teachers in Spain. After
1969, when government funding
was cut off, the program was rearranged into a summer workshop,
and opened to students and all
other learners.
The price of the workshop is
$2,600, which includes round-trip
air transportation, all travel in
Spain, room and board at University residences, lodging and meals
on required overnight field trips,
and tuition and instruction by
University faculty and native informants.

This summer, Fairfield University will sponsor its 15th Summer
Workshop in Spain. It will run
from June 30th, 1988 to August
1st, 1988.
The Summer Workshop is open
to teachers, students, and other
interested persons. It provides an
opportunity for a concentrated
study of the Spanish Language
and travel in an authentic milieu to
enable participants to acquire a
first-hand acquaintance with the
people and culture of Spain.
Fr. Victor F. Leeber, S. J., Professor of Modern Languages at
Fairfield, is the director of the
workshop.
He emphasized its
benefit to "any student who wants
to get 6 credits." The program
offers up to 6 language credits,
which can be applied towards any
major at Fairfield. Although the
workshop is primarily intended for
advanced Spanish students, Fr.
Leeber said that it could accommodate students of all levels.
Anyone interested in particiHighlights of the workshop >
include two weeks in cosmopoli- pating in the workshop should
tan Madrid, and two weeks in contact Fr. Leeber at St. Ignatius
Santiago de Compostela during Hall.
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AM Station added to WVOF
Kris Kovacik
Staff Writer
On Monday, February 22 at
4:00pm, a new AM station 505
was added to WVOF, Fairfield
University's radio station. The
grand opening was marked with a
ribbon-cutting ceremony. While
the FM station reaches many parts
of. Fairfield County, including
Bridgeport, Stamford, and parts of
Long Island, the new AM station
will be strictly broadcasted on
campus, particularly in the Campus Center and the quad.
Present at the ceremony were
Matt Dinnan, the general manager,
Lynn Colbert, the graduation student asisstant, and Sean Looney,
the AM station manager. Also in
attendance were Paul Donovan,
FM station manager, Tina Bugara,
assistant station manager, and
Katie Doller, operations manager.
As Sean Looney cut the ribbon, the
crowd burst out in cheers. The AM
station had begun.
The new station will serve as a
training program for DJ's in hopes
of establishing both credibility and
professionalism for WVOF. The

D.J.'s wil be instructing in 8 specific fields, ranging from public
relations to program director.
This training program offers
an informal classroom atmosphere
along with on-the-air experiences.
When the D.J.'s finish their programs and gain necessary experi, ence, they will be promoted to FM
radio, where they will have the
opportunity to work in the specific
department of their choice. According to Sean Looney, "The
station will offer D.J.'s a more
competitive, professional atmosphere to work in."
Although many new discjockeys have joined WVOF, there
are still vacant positions. The staff
has increased by over 45 new
D.J.'s and 80 new members overall. The broadcast hours are from
12:00am-12:00pm, and many time
slots are still open. With the AM
station, D.J.'s are allowed more
flexibility and musical variety
than the stricter FM format.
Matt Dinnan considered the
"opening a grand idea; one that
promotes creativity and learning"
while instigating an overall more
polished and professional sound.

Campus Announcements

Cheers

Boos

Cheers...To
Terry
Sulivan...great job in the Campus
Center on Friday afternoon during
lunchtime...a great talent deserves
the spotlight...and, speaking of
Friday...to the Small House...LA
is a great place to spend the weekend, isn't it?...to '88 Nights tomorrow night..and a special cheer to
Beth Gillin and Chris PeteY's for
all their hard work in putting it
together....to the Slammer's tropical parties, etc., etc....to Spring
Break just around the corner...it's
almost here (but not soon
enough!!!)...

Boos...To the broken microfiche machines in the library...its
bad enough that we have to do
research to begin with...we
shouldn't have to be bothered with
those microfilm machines...does
anyone know how to work them,
anyway?...To boring math classes
and
boring
classes
in
general...c'mon teachers...liven
up!...To everyone who didn't geta
chance
to
vote
on
Wednesday...and to everyone who
did have a chance but didn't
bother...what's a democracy, anyway...

coso/
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Calendar

(PR) — Next year's honors program .will focus on the theme of revolution in the first and third worlds, it
was announced by Dr. R. James Long,
the Director. With its bicentennial
quickly approaching, the fall semester
will be directed , appropriately, to a
study of the French Revolution. Professors Elia Chepaitis and Walter
Petry, who will co-conduct the seminar, view the French Revolution not
only as a discrete phenomenon but also
as a "paradigm for the modernizing
revolutions of the 19th and 20th centuries."
In the spring semester, attention
will shift to third world revolutions in
general and to the Chinese Revolution
in particular^ Led by Professors Richard DeAngelis and Alan Katz, honors
students will examine the roots, the
progress, and the continuing impact of
revolution in the world's most populous country. Finally, it will be asked,
what light does the Chinese Revolution shed on our knowledge of other
third-world revolutions of the
twenieth century?
Further information about the
program may be obtained from Dr.
Long (FOB 310) or from any member
of the Honors Advisory Council
(Profs. Braginsky, Kazura, or

Thursday, 25
Psych Club mtg. N124 7-9pm
' Math Honors Society B125 5-6pm
WVOF B236 7-9pm
Gle Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30pm
Blood Bank Oak 12-6pm
Special'Dinner: Regis IV FDR
5:30pm
Dinner (MDR) 4-5:30pm (due to
Beach Party)
Pink Thunderbirds Playhouse 8pm

Weddle). The deadline for applications is Friday, March 4, and interviews will be scheduled for the weeks

(PR) - Does your budget look a
little bit tight for next year? If you
could use some help making ends meet
as you enter your senior year, contact
the Alumni Relations Office today.
Thanks to the generosity of the
class of 1983, a scholarship of $400 is
available for one member of each
senior class. As their Senior Gift to
Fairfield, the Class of 1983 established this scholarship fund to recognize a member of each senior class
who has contributed significantly to
the quality of life at Fairfield University through their participation in the
Fairfield University Student Association, club activities, or Campus Ministry.
In addition to their involvement
in campus activities, students will be
evaluated based on their academic
record - a minimum GPA of 3.5 is
required - and financial need. Also
taken into consideration is the recommendation from a member of the faculty or administration, which must be
enclosed with each application.

Friday, 26
FUSA's "A Night on the Boardwalk" Oak
Blood Bank Oak 10AM-2PM
Pink Thunderbirds Playhouse 8pm

Sunday, 28

Monday, 29

Tuesday, 1

Chamber Singers' Concert Oak
2:30pm
Softball Captains' mtg. and
Referee Clinic RecPlex 7pm

Relationships Seminar J25 7-9pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30pm

Orientation Mtg. Nursing Aud. 56pm

Special Dinner:
5:30pm

Auditions for The 1940's Radio
Hour The Playhouse 7pm

Regis III FDR

Applications will be evaluated by
a committee whose members include
students, Alumni Association board
and staff, and a member of the Student
Activities Staff. A representative of
the Class of '83 also.continues to serve
on this committee.
Class of '83 Scholarship applications are available at the Alumni
House at Southwell Hall, Mondays
through Fridays, 8:30AM to 4:30PM.

(PR) - The Office of Campus
Ministry is sponsoring a Women's
Retreat which will be held in Ridgefield, CT, March 18-20, 1988. The
retreat is open to all women students
attending Fairfield Univ. and will cost
each student only $25.00. If you have
any questions regarding this retreat,
please contact either Beth Palmer in
Campus Ministry (ext. 2767) or Bernadette Topel in the Dept. of Religious
Studies (ext. 2717). Space is limited,
so please sign up as soon as possible in
the Office of Campus Ministry.

Announcements
continued on page 13.

Saturday, 27
Men's Ice Hockey vs. Scranton
Wonderland of Ice 8pm
Pink Thunderbirds Playhouse
8pm
All day: The New England
Fancing Championships,
Alumni Hall

Wednesday, 2
Peer Counselors J25 6-7:30pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30pm
Special Dinner: Regis I and Ground
FDR 5:30pm
Auditions for The 1940's Radio
Hour Playhouse 7:00pm

Features
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Minority Scholarship offered

SNA sponsors Blood Drive
By Karen S. Ponton R.N.,
M.A.
On Wednesday and Thursday, February 24 and 25, over 300
people will be stuck in the Oak
Room; with a needle and voluntarily, that is. The occasion is the
annual Spring Bloodmobile, sponsored by Circle K and the Student
Nurses Association, in conjunction with the American Red Cross.
If you have never given blood
before, and even, perhaps, if you
have, you are probably wondering
what's involved. Will it hurt?
What if I faint at just the sight of
blood? Can I get AIDS if I give
blood? The following information
is dedicated to all potential donors:
Can I get AIDS? Absolutely
not. Currently, there is much in the
media about AIDS and people who
have received contaminated
blood. You cannot get AIDS or
any other illnesses from giving
blood. (Incidentally, AIDS is
spread by sharing needles among
intravenous drug abusers, sexual
contact, and perinatal transmission.)
Will it hurt? There are two
times during the process of donating blood that may be painful.
During the screening interview, a
health history volunteer will need
to obtain a couple drops of blood
from your earlobe in order to perform a simple blood test. If you
feel this at all, it will be merely a
pinprick, nothing more. .
The second time you may feel
pain is when the venipuncture is
performed. You will be asked to
lay down on a table. Then, the
technician will examine your arms
to find a suitable vein, and cleanse
your arm with betadine, a cool,
antiseptic solution. You may be
asked to make a fist or to periodically open and close you hand to
stimulate blood flow into your
arm. The technician will then insert a needle into your vein. As the
needle pierces your skin, you may

briefly feel some discomfort,
however, it will last not more than
about five seconds. Honest. Once
the needle is through your skin,
you should not feel any more discomfort. (If, however, you do, tell
the technician.)
It takes only about 10 minutes
to donate a pint of blood. During
that time, lay back and relax, take
some deep breaths, daydream, talk
with the staff, or better yet, with
your friend at the next table!
What if I faint? After the
needle is removed from your arm,
you will be asked to remain on the
table and to apply pressure to the
venipuncture site for a few minutes. Resist the urge to jump off
the table and run out of the Oak
Room as fast as you can. The
reason most people faint is because they don't give their bodies
the chance to adjust to having lost
a little blood. If you remain laying
down for about 10 minutes, sit up
slowly and dangle your legs over
the side of the table and then stand
up slowly, the odds against fainting are greatly in your favor. You
should also walk over to the canteen area with an escort and sit and
have a glass or two of orange juice.
If, however, you do feel weak
or faint, simply sit down, put your
head on your knees, and take some
slow deep breaths.
Drinking more fluids than you
usually do the day before and the
morning before donating blood
will help. Also, be sure to take it
easy for the rest of the day.
The Bloodmobile will take
place on Wednesday, February 24
from 12:00 to 6:00PM, and Thursday, February 25 from 12:00 to
6:00PM. If you have any other
questions, or just need a little
handholding to get you through it
all, just let any of the volunteers at
the Bloodmobile know. ~ We'll
give you all the support we can.

Thursday, February 25, 1988/3

NO
MATTER HOW
BUSY YOU
ARE...

"Giving blood Is one of the
most Important rewarding.
generous, caring, unselfish
and loving things you can da"

GIVE BLOOD

Today: Thursday, Feb. 25
12:00-6:00 In the Oak Room

BUS TO MEN'S
BASKETBALL GAME
vs MANHATTAN
Leave @ Loyola 2 p.m., Sat Feb. 27
Tix on Sale 11 — 7:30, $70

LAST REGULAR SEASON GAME!!

(PR) — A concern for the
inner-city students she taught in
Bridgeport, Conn., for 25 years
has prompted retired teacher Rose
Marie Pace Barone to donate
nearly $300,000 to Fairfield University for a scholarship for minority students.
The Pace-Barone Minority
Scholarship will annually provide
tuition and fees for an incoming
freshman. Mrs. Barone has requested that the students be selected from Harding or Bassick
High Schools in Bridgeport where
she taught business students shorthand and typing.
While Mrs. Barone has challenged the University to continue
the scholarship through the students' final three years, she says,
"It's also a challenge to the community to come forth with other
scholarships and other help due to
the folding of Upward Bound."
Upward Bound, a program at
Fairfield University that helped
disadvantaged youths prepare for
college, was one of 37 nationwide
that federal cutbacks eliminated
last year, Mrs. Barone's husband,
University Provost John A. Barone, had been instrumental in
maintaining the program for 20
years at Fairfield, where it annually served approximately 100
low-income sophomores, juniors,
and seniors from Bridgeport. The
program was distinguished for its
success in preparing the students
to go on to such universities as
Cornell, Columbia, Boston, Fairfield, New York University and
Tufts.
As an incentive to students in
the Upward Bound Program, Fairfield University instituted a scholarship program which funded four
to five full-tuition four-year scholarships each year to students who
successfully completed the program and qualified for admission.
These scholarships continue to be
honored for the full four years of
attendance, even though federal
aid has ended to Upward Bound at
Fairfield.
Mrs. Barone sees her gift as
part of the University's plan to
increase support for minority students. Her gift brings to nearly
$750,000 the amount Fairfield
University has raised since 1983 in
minority scholarships.

During her years of teaching,
Mrs. Barone frequently tutored
students before and after school.
She developed her own methods of
"Better Spelling in Less Than Ten
Minutes," "English No-No's,"
and "Math Made Easy," which had
great appeal to the students.
To encourage, creativity in
class, she would suggest that students write a poem or story for
extra credit. One young woman
followed Mrs. Barone's suggestion to write about hidden women
in history. "Her article was so
good," Mrs. Barone recalls with
delight, "that I recommended it be
sent to NOW and she won a state
award."
Such enthusiasm led to Mrs.
Barone's being named Teacher qf
the Year at Bassick in 1974. One
student wrote that Mrs. Barone
was her "favorite citizen" because
"she encourages others to be active
and teaches values."
A graduate of the University
of Buffalo, Mrs. Barone received a
master's degree from the University of Southern California and a
Certificate of Advanced Study
from Fairfield University.
Mrs. Barone has been listed in
Community Leaders of America,
Who's Who Among Women and
Who's Who in the East. She has
been selected for the 1988 edition
of Who's Who Writers, Editors,
Poets. The Federated Women's
Clubs awarded her the 1985 national award in poetry and the 1987
state award for short story.
Still active in several area organizations, Mrs. Barone is State
president of the National League
of American Pen Women.She is
area UNICEF Chair and coordinates the sale of that
organization's seasonal greeting
cards. In addition, a long-time interest in the welfare of animals led
her to establish a State-wide, free
service which helps reunite owners with their lost dogs.
Her most recent endeavor is to
Chair the Second Annual Poetry
Festival which will be held at the
Fairfield University Campus Center on August 1, from noon to 4:30
p.m. The Festival is being sponsored by the Connecticut Poetry
Society in cooperation with the
National League of American Pen
Women of Connecticut.
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A chronicle of the undergraduate experience
at Fairfield University in the academic year 1987-88,

The Manor '88'
A yearbook for the classes of 1991,1990,1989, and especially the
graduating class of 1988.
John Courtmanche, Editor-in-Chief
Order yours today! Only $40!
(You must order a yearbook before spring break
to guarantee receiving a copy)
ORIENTATION
PARENT'S WEEKEND
HARVEST
INXS
BUCKLEY, FRAZIER, AND OTHER
LECTURES
COMEDY NIGHTS
SADIES
WATER FIGHTS AND
QUAD CHAOS
CANDIDS OF FRESHMEN,
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS
SENIOR PORTRAITS, CANDIDS

TH PARTIES "*.
BEACH PARTIES
FLOATING NAUT
JAMES MAPES
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
188 NIGHTS
SEILER'S
WOOD'S END
COFFEEHOUSES
CLUB PHOTOS AND FEATURES
GROUP PHOTOS OF EVERY
HALL, TOWNHOUSE, AND
BEACH HOUSE

DAYTIME PROGRAMMING
FAIRFIELD NOSTALGIA
VARSITY SPORTS
ACADEMIC CONCERNS
INTRAMURALS
CAMPUS MINISTRY
88 NIGHTS
AIRBANDS
LUCK O' THE ROOMMATE
MAYDAY AND DOGWOODS
GRADUATION
AND MUCH,
MUCH MORE!!!
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Special
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Crisis USA:
Families
without Homes
Photos taken from
Thomas Merton House
and Prospect House in
Bridgeport

Lecture tonight at
8pm in Gonzaga
Auditorium

Features
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Handicapped Student adapts to University Life
Sandi DiCesare
Assistant Features Editor
Have you ever been
tempted to park in a handicapped
parking space because there is
nowhere to park on campus? Have
you ever taken the elevator in
Canisius up to the second floor
because you were too lazy to use
the stairs? Well, believe it or not,
both handicapped parking spaces
and elevators were designed for
the convenience of people with
handicaps or disabilities.
Unfortunately, at times it
seems that very little consideration
has been given to making the lives
of people with handicaps as easy as
possible. For Rich Kempter, a
Freshman who lives on Gonzaga
Ground, every day is a challenge.
Rich is a paraplegic confined to a
wheelchair.
A few months ago, The
Mirror ran an article asking for
volunteers to help Rich with a few
daily activities. If he was unable to
find volunteers, he would have
been forced to leave Fairfield.
Unfortunately, there was very
little response to the article.
Although the students living on Rich's floor have been very
helpful, Rich needed more attention on an individual basis.
Through the help of the
infirmary's Dr. Hemenway, Rich
now pays several Nursing and PreMed students to help him with
various tasks.
According to Dr. Hemenway, Rich had a hard time finding
students to help him because "often people are hesitant in getting
involved in situations they are
unfamiliar with." In general however, he feels that students are
willing to help once they become
comfortable with a situation. Dr.
Hemenway added that the Nursing
and Pre-Med students also benefit
in helping a handicapped student.
They leam various medical patient
care procedures and in addition
benefit in a personal aspect.
Dr. Hemenway stated that
Rich has adapted very well to life
on campus. "Rich has adjusted
beautifully," he stated. "Although
it is difficult for the average student to be away from home for the
first time, it is even more difficult
for one who has a handicap." Dr.
Hemenway went on to say that
"Rich's handicap has actually
given him strength in adjusting to
life on campus."
Dr. Hemenway remarked
that "the F.U. handicapped facili-

ties are limited, but are improving
because of the presence of students
like Rich." He claimed that Fairfield is "not equipped with the
advanced facilities that many
other private universities have."
He concluded that "second semester has been a lot brighter than the
first, and things are coming together well for Rich."
Rich, a Computer Science
major, is from Killingworth, Connecticut, and attended Killingworth High School. Rich stated, "I
visited 10 other colleges besides
Fairfield, but since I liked the
campus and received early acceptance I didn't bother applying
anywhere else." Rich went on to
say that Henry Krell, the former
Handicapped Coordinator made
him feel very comfortable and
influenced his decision in choosing Fairfield.
Rich commented, however,
that the "...handicapped facilities
could be better." For example,
although there is an elevator located in Canisius, it is too small for
his chair. Luckily, the registrar
was able to schedule all of his
classes for the ground floor so he
would be able to attend them without too much difficulty. This way
he would not be limited in the
courses he could choose from.
Since it is inconvenient for
him to go down to the library, Rich
does most of his studying in his
room. It is also a problem for him
to attend courses in Bannow, so his
computer teacher tried to have a
terminal installed in Rich's room.
The University has not agreed to
this, as of yet, but his teacher is still
working with the Computer Science Department on having one
installed.
Charles O'Neil, the Resident Advisor of Gonzaga Ground
stated, "It's been a challenge to
have a handicapped student on the
floor." When he first learned of it,
he thought it would be difficult.
Charles commented however, that
"Rich has been readily accepted by
the floor. He is involved in several
floor activities, such as co-captain
of both floor volleyball and football teams. The floor loves him."
Charles went on to say that
he did not have to undergo special
training to have a handicapped
student on the floor, but has a system worked out with Rich Rossi
for special floor procedures such
as fire drills. Charles concluded by
saying that "having Rich on the
floor has been easier than I imagined. The school and student

nurses have really helped out. It
has been a great experience altogether."
Rich remarked that he had
an easier time than he thought he
would have adjusting, and is not
homesick as he feared he would
be. Two students who currently
live in Gonzaga agree that Rich has
done a fantastic job adjusting to
life on campus. John Jones, a
sophomore, stated, "Rich does
fine. He fits in really well."
"Rich is a pain in the neck,"
Jim Rees, a junior, jokingly commented, then went on to say, "No,
we love Rich."
Rich is a true sports fan and
has been able to attend many
school events such as F.U. basketball games. He is also able to dine
at Seller's by using the elevator
located in the Campus Center.
Rich is not deprived of any of the
activities that make one a "true"
Fairfield student. He is one person
who has not let his handicap dim
his horizons.

Rich Kempter

Photo: Whitehouse

Campus Groups present
"Crisis USA: Families without Homes"
Channing Heiss
-Staff Writer
Tonight at 8 pm members of
the Faith, Peace, and Justice programs, in cooperation with the
Jesuit Honor Society Alpha Sigma
Nu, will present "Crisis USA:
Families Without Homes," in
Gonzaga Auditorium. The lecture
is is a part of their efforts to raise
awareness among students and
others concerning the ever increasing problem of the homeless
throughout the country.
This presentation will be led
by Ms. Nancy Schwoyer and Ms.
Rosemarie Haughton of Wellspring House, Inc. of Gloucester
Massachusetts. Ms. Schwoyer is
president of the Board of Directors
of the Massachusetts Coalition for
the Homeless.
In expressing the earnest and
definite goal of many advocates
for the homeless, Ms. Haughton
said: "It (the homeless awareness
program) is all part of a big conciousness raising effort." This
echos the objectives of several of
Fairfield University's own contingent of students and faculty sponsers who are working to aid the

'homeless.
The feeling that one gets from
speaking to anyone involved is
that a key factor in the success of
any project aiding the homeless is
gaining widespread public support. Claims Alpha Sigma Nu
advisor Fr. John Higgins, "anything we can do to raise the level of
conciousness, vis a vis the homeless, that's what we'll do."
Speaking recently about the
homeless situation, Ms. Cornelia
J. Dinnean, director of the Faith,
Peace, and Justice Program, cited
the alarming yet relatively recent
escalation of the homeless crisis.
"The problems concerning the
homeless crisis have skyrocketed.
Ten years ago, we just didn't have
this problem... now, there are three
million homeless people in the
United States, many of them families and children.
"A lot of the homeless, especially in the urban areas, are deinstitutionalized people or... the
classic alcoholic who's lost everything, but a major portion of them
are women and children who just
can't make enough to live."
The "Crisis USA" program

will include speakers and slide
shows designed to give people
more of the necessary information
about
the
homeless
problem.When asked what she
hoped that those attending will get
out of the program, Rosemarie
Haughton said, "We hope they'll
feel an obligation to get involved,
especially on the political level, to
vote for people who are going to
make sure that bills are passed to
aid the homeless. We're pushing
against a mountain. The political
tide just isn't that good now."
In a related project on February 29, Alpha Sigma Nu and Faith,
Peace, and Justice will once again
combine their efforts to bring " A
Community Forum on Homelessness and Housing," which will be
held in the Campus Center lobby
from 11:30 to 1:30. The Community Forum on Monday is especially timely because of the recent
opening in Fairfield of the Project
Hope shelter. Alpha Sigma Nu
members have taken the initiative
and have begun donating their
time and assistance to the shelter in
three hour shifts every Sunday.
Admission to this event, and
to "Crisis USA" as well, is free.

Every Wed.-"College Nite"
• $1.00 Domestic Beer 8-10:30 p.m.
• FREE ADMISSION

Every Thurs. —
"Male Review Nite"

• Ladies come see New York's #1 Tour Group
Bob Wallace and the NY Strip Connection
• $1.50 Drinks 8-10:30 p.m.
• Reservations Recommended 322-0074

Sat., Feb. 27th ALISHA—LIVE!!
18 WEST

454-0720 Rt 1, Westport (next to the Westport
Playhouse)

The heat is on.
This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college wjth a degres-atid an
officer's commission. Sign up for ROTC's
six-week Basic Camp now. See your
Professor of Military Science for details.
But hurry. The time is short.
The space is limited. The heat is on.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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Using Humor to Combat Stress
Carol Lucas, Ph.D.

"Keep alive the child in you.
Play, be silly, lighten up."

These comments may sound
strange coming from a psychologist. After all, shouldn't you "act
your age, grow up and not be such
a child"?
Not all the time. Despite your
reputation for overdoing fun,
many of you lead intense lives,
worrying, feeling grim about your
lives, and working incredibly
hard. •

Laugh. When was the last
time you really let go with a good
belly laugh? If you need an adult
reason to laugh, research shows
that laughter can be an effective
antidote for emotional and physical disease. It can inhibit pain. It
gives your internal organs a massage. You might have heard of
Norman Cousins. Suffering a lifethreatening illness, he followed a
program of self-therapy based on
laughter, and he feels it contributed to his recovery. Laughter
does heal. And it creates no bad
side dffects or hangover.

I suggest that you stay childlike because of the appealing
qualities of children. They're
open, natural, trusting, spontaneous, affectionate, joyful. Little
things capture their attention, like
the journey of an ant across the
sidewalk. They are engrossed
with whatever they are doing in the
here-and-now, living in the present, not in the past or future. They
like themselves and enjoy life.

Are you ever tempted to build
a snowman or ask a group of sixyear-olds if you can play with
them? Why not do it? But maybe
you worry what others will think of
you. Children, though, just do
their own thing and don't worry
because someone may not approve. Wouldn't it free you to care
so much about yourself and what
you're doing that you don't let
others squash your zest? (Sometimes those who frown because
"you're not setting a good example" secretly envy you.)

Growing up tends to knock
these marvelous qualities out of
us. We think that being adult
means not being childlike and that
we should always be serious, responsible, restrained. Here's the
good news: you can be adult and
also keep alive the child in you.

Children are clear and open
about their feelings. You know
when they are angry or jealous or
sad or happy. They don't play
emotional games. Adults who
communicate their feelings as
honestly as children can be refreshing. If you 're scared about an

exam or annoyed with your parents, tell a friend. When a child
drops his ice cream cone, he
screams and vents his feelings and
feels better. When adults are frustrated, they try to smile and be
strong, but the feelings of frustration linger.
I'm not suggesting that you
lose touch with reality, say everything you think without any consideration for others, or throw your
books away. Responsibility is
necessary, but so is your playfulness.
Enjoy your imagination. You
can accept the scientific method
taught in your courses while you
also nourish your fantasies and
your dreams that anything is possible. Achievements often start
with a dream. Kids love stories
and pretending; then, as they grow
up they unfortunately pack away
their fantasies. That's a loss.
Many of you are under stress.
College life is not the never-ending vacation that outsiders think it
is. Your sleeping is irregular, you
pile on activities and jobs, you
spend important hours with
friends, and sometimes you can
barely grab time for a real meal.
Taking time out from this stress to
be like a child can be a lifesaver.
Let laughter and play and a sense
of humor be your powerful allies
against stress.
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Homage to Blacks
The Mirror has made a mistake. The month of February is designated Black History month, and unfortunately,
like many Americans, we let it slip by. On this, the last
Thursday of February, we begin to pay homage to an
Important part of our American culture and civilization.
As humans, however, we have the rare ability to learn
from our mistakes. Henceforth, we still have time, the rest
of our lives, to become acquainted with the Black Experience In America, and to celebrate the accomplishements of Blacks.
Fairfield University, as an institution, has not forgotten
them. Recently Larry Mazon, Director of Student Academic Support Services, has been named Director of
Minority Relations . His main function. In this position, will
be to Implement programs that will attract both minority
students and minority employees. He also will be In
charge of raising awareness on campus about the culture
of Blacks. Part of this awareness Is Fairfield's Black Scholar
Lecture Series. Also, this week, we have featured on
page three an article about a woman who has created a
scholarship specifically for minorities. This program was
Implemented after government spending cut Fairfield
University's Outward Bound Program last year, which was
designed for lower-class students to have a chance to
enroll here at Fairfield.
Blacks are still a minority here on campus, but the
problem seems to be an external, rather than internal
one. Many minorities are denied an opportunity to
Improve their social and educational backgrounds, and
thus, there has been a decrease in minority enrollment
across the nation.
Thus, the problem goes much deeper than Fairfield.
However, our university is doing Its part in raising awareness about Black culture, and It Is up to us to takeadvantage of the opportunities offered to us.

Dissenting Opinions Needed
To The Editor:
Whatever happened to
dissenting opinions at Fairfield
University? When reading the
article in the February 4 edition
of the Mirror, I was disgusted to
see that the other side of the
Central America issue was not
presented. None of the proContra people were quoted,
nobody spoke to a professor who
might have felt differently from
his colleagues. I'd like to, if
possible, express my opinion.
Aid to the Contras—
enough for them to win—is
necessary to ensure real, lasting
peace in Central America. The
type of peace spoken of by those
at the rally—an end to the war
fought between the Contras and
the Sandinistas—would be only a

lull before a bigger conflict The
Sandinista government of
Nicaragua is a worse threat to
long-term peace than anything
else in that region. It has
conducted a massive military
buildup, and in fact has far and
away the largest army in Central
America. Nicaragua is swarming
with Cuban and Soviet "advisers" and is a known exporter of
terrorism. As a result, to not help
the Contra's would be a disaster
on our part. They're only
fighting for the same freedoms
we strove for two centuries ago.
It's interesting to wonder
whether or not the United States
would be here today if the
French had refused to get
involved in our revolution.
Gary L. Thomann '90
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To The Editor:

people avoid burdens; they marry
for their private (?) fun. So they
are intensely happy.
So many students are
And now we have AIDS.
asking WHY PAIN? Not only in
But self-control means
the Mirror (1/28/88), but in my
suffering. How can God ask us
office. And in the literary
to suffer?
creativity of my journalism
Paul VI: "Christ did not
course students have entrusted to
do away with suffering. He did
me their intimate pains and
not even wish to unveil to us
sorrows.
They are a suffering
entirely the mystery of suffering.
generation; those who say all our He took suffering upon himself
and that is enough to make you
students are alike don't know
understand all its value...., you
them.
My first comment is that I the unknown victims of sufferam appallled at how little modern ing, take courage! You are the
preferred children of the kingstudents know about Catholicism. Some of these problems we dom of God, the kingdom of
hope, happiness and life. You
had discussed in the third grade.
are the brothers of the suffering
(But I remember the sterility of
Christ, and with him, if you wish,
my preparation as a diocesan
you are saving the world." Few
catechist which occurred years
seem to know this comforting
later.)
truth; it does not remove the
And in high school and
pain. Our pagan culture rebels at
college we learned that God
created sex for His purposes, not such wisdom. Many teachers
for any and all the kinds of fun
fear it
If we are a liberal arts
we desired. Marie Robinson,
school, let's take a real loook at
M.D., said in 1959 that when
men become husbands they take the humanities: Meditate on the
theme of "The Beast in the
on a burden which will wake
them at night with nightmares, a Jungle" (Henry James): John
Marcher "had emptied the cup to
burden which they cannot lay
the lees; he had been the man of
down until they die. This does
his time, the man to whom
not apply today; people do not
nothing on earth was to have
marry for God's purposes;

happened."
Gilby points out "most
people looking back on their
lives, have the conviction of
having lived most deeply and
intimately in moments of
suffering, if love has also been
involved.'
Erich Fromm said that if
we remove pain and sorrow we
do not bring happiness, we bring
depression.
Maybe we had better see
the humanities as we see art in a
museum (literature is one of the
fine arts; not something to be
checked off as we read or
something to write term papers
about but something to make part
of ourselves.
I know from experience
that our pagan culture makes
impossible the deepest satisfactions of life and marriage. As I
have said before, we are certainly
a suffering generation, mostly
because we try so hard to avoid
suffering.
John Stuart Mill says in
his Autobiography that if we
pursue happiness, we will not
attain it; it is a by-product of
doing good.
Arthur R. Riel, Jr.
Professor of English

Death Penalty Rebutted
To the editor:
I felt that Michael
Sabados missed the point with
his commentary about the death
penalty in last week's Mirror.
He used up a lot of space complaining about what he thought
was the failure of the death
penalty to deter crime, evidently
ignoring a lot of other factors.
For instance, what is the definition of an "effective deterrent"?
After decades of rampant crime
in this country it should be
obvious to just about everybody
that no kind of punishment
completely deters crime. I think
we can all agree, though, that
death is at least as effective as a
long prison sentence.
The other parts of

Supported
To The Editor:
Along with a good part of
the student body at Fairfield, my
car was submerged at the beach
due to the rain and flooding on
Saturday night. Many people
were unable to start their cars or
to get them through the water
and therefore had to find some
way to get home. On behalf of
the people stranded there, I
would like to thank all of the
students who either helped to
push cars out of the water or
made countless trips between
campus and the beach to pick
people up. It is reassuring to
know that people are truly
concerned and willing to help
their fellow students. If I could, I
would like to thank all of the
people personally, but I hope that
this letter expresses some of the
gratitude that I feel. Thanks once
again.

Kristin Diglio '90

Sabados's article were similarly
unimpressive. He stated that the
U.S. shares the custom of dispensing the death penalty with
countries such as Iran, Iraq and
Pakistan but no other "first world
Judeo-Christian nation." This
brings to mind the question of
prejudice, which he ironically
refers to later in the article - does
Sabados feel that these countries
are not as good as ours simply
because they are not "JudeoChristian" ? Also, he says that
"a disproportionate number of
these (people who receive the
death penalty) are members of
racial and economic groups
outside the American mainstream." This is true, but it's
ridiculous to believe that all
members of our judicial system

are racists. The real reason is
that a lot of crime is caused by
poor people who seek a way out
of poverty, a group which sadly
includes many members of
minorities. By far the most
laughable part of the article was
the claim that it costs much more
to take away a person's life than
to sustain him as a prisoner for
life. Does that mean that it costs
more to electrocute someone
than to put him in prison for, say,
40 years? Give me a break!
One last comment: When
speaking of crime and deterrence, we should always remember to use common sense.
Anyone who gets the death
penalty will never commit
another crime.
Gary L. Thomann

Thank You
To the Editor:
I would like to thank
everyone who took the time to
express their support of my new
position as Director of Minority
Relations.
I was extremely grateful to
have received so many notes,
cards, letters and calls. It is indeed a great feeling to know that
as I embark upon this new
challenge, so many of you share
the goals of this position, and the
ideals which campus diversity
and multi-culturalism represent.
Your endorsement and support is
a wonderful tribute to the spirit
and warmth of our Fairfield
University Community.
Again thank you!
Larri W. Mazon
Director of Minority
Relations,
and Student Academic
Support Services

Important
Notice!

Campus
Wide
Editorial
Elections
Coming
up in March!
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AIDS Education in Catholic Universities
Kimberly Genova

1980's," Dr. James Moriarity of
Notre Dame University said in
explaining why Notre Dame now
gives students brochures that talk
about condoms. "It has kids
scared to go out, scared to
develop relationships. And more
people will die from AIDS next
year than died in the Vietnam
war."
Catholic campuses as
diverse as St. Mary's College of
California, the University of San
Francisco (USF) and Georgetown University are doing the
same thing. They are handing
out AIDS prevention brochures
produced either by the American
College Health Association or, as
at USF, through the campus
ministry office. And, many of
the campuses have sponsored
conferences or discussions that
include mention of condoms:
Yet, unlike scores of other
colleges, the Catholic campuses
are not dispensing condoms.
This can make for tricky
rhetoric. At Notre Dame, Dr.
Moriarity and his colleagues
"discuss AIDS in the context of
sexually transmitted diseases.
We don't educate for promiscuity or encourage pregnancy, but
we deal with the facts, with the
harsh reality."
(AIDS is not just a sexually
transmitted disease. It can also
be spread through contaminated
blood products or intravenous
needles.)
Similarly, Georgetown provides information, including a
condom-mentioning U.S.
Surgeon General's report on
AIDS, without "encouraging or
advocating" sexual activity.
"Keeping people ignorant
will not encourage appropriate
behavior," said Father lame's
Scheneider of the Diocese of
Oakland's AIDS task force,
which reviews materials distributed to students at St. Mary's,
among other colleges.
"We don't encourage the use
of condoms, but we include men-

Thanks to a division within
the Catholic Church,
students at most Catholic
campuses in the U.S. can learn
about the "harsh realities" of
AIDS, but can't buy condoms on
campus. In fact, the American
branch of the church officially
said only last month that Catholic
students can even learn about
condoms.
While traditional Catholic
doctrine calls the use of any contraceptive devices sinful, the U.S.
branch of the church in December approved telling parichoners
about prophylactics as part of a
larger effort to control the spread
of AIDS.
"Condoms are not available
(on campus), and are not likely to
be unless the Church changes its
stance," said Dr. Harold Dobbs,
who heads the health service at
Marquette University in Milwaukee.
But most Catholic campus
health officials have embraced
the December statement by the
National Conference of Catholic
Bishops, which disagreed with
official Vatican dogma and said
congregants should know condoms may help them avoid the
disease. However, telling Catholic students that using condoms
could help them avoid AIDS,
presented educators with the
prospect of contradicting Vatican
policy.
Most have chosen to accept
that policy while proceeding with
AIDS programs anyway. For
example at Marquette, "safe sex
is not extramarital sex. That is
the position of the school and the
church," Debbs asserted. But
with the Bishops Conference's
blessing, Debbs and health
officials at many other Catholic
campuses are stretching dogma
far enough to include mentions
of condoms in AIDS brochures
they give to students.
"AIDS is the polio of the

tion of them as a preventive
measure. If people choose to be
sexually active or i.v. drug users,
this information will keep them
alive."
Georgetown's AIDS
education program does not use
the term "safe sex," Dodson said,
"but we point out the truth of the
Surgeon General's report: the
only way to be absolutely safe is

abstinence, but there are safer
ways than others. Then we
discuss the other alternatives."
Dodson added, "We are
medical personnel first. Our job
is to give information to students
or patients so they can make
informed decisions."
Fairfield has yet to support
any educational programs about
AIDS, due to its religious

affiliation. However, Fairfield is
an educational institution first
and a Catholic university second.
Therefore, it is Fairfield's
responsibility to inform its
student population. And just
because the word condom is
mentioned in AIDS education
programs, doesn't mean that
students will become sexually
promiscous.

Gore Teleconference
Eli Merrit, Lara Wolter
Last Sunday students from
Fairfield University
participated in a satellite
teleconference with Democratic
presidential candidate Senator Al
Gore Jr.. During the teleconference, which was broadcasted to
over 100 colleges nationwide,
students called in twenty
questions on issues such as trade
restrictions, foreign policy,
education and the budget deficit.
Senator Gore discussed
his strong support for educational
reforms and student aid, stating
that the next President needs to
channel more funding into loans
and grants for high school
students who want to continue
their education. In addition,
Senator Gore also stressed the
importance of early education
programs such as Headstart.
"We need to change our philoso-

phy in education. In Japan, there
are 40 applicants for every
teaching position. Here we have
to recruit teachers who must take
a vow of poverty," declared
Gore.
Melissa Small, a Senior,
questioned Senator Gore about
the significance of Super
Tuesday in regard to the primary
process in 1987 and future
elections. "Super Tuesday was
created to encourage candidates
to have a national message. The
process will be forever changed,"
Senator Gore replied after
explaining that the impacts of
Iowa and New Hampshire have
been devalued by Super Tuesday.
During Super Tuesday, fourteen
Southern states and six others
hold primary elections.
Another student questioned Gore about his wife's
involvement in The Parents'
Music Resource Center. Senator
Gore noted that his wife, Tipper,
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and he had been journalists and
both vehemently opposed any
form of censorship. Senator
Gore also took the opportunity to
state that the President of the
American Civil Liberties Union
praised Tipper's efforts for their
lack of First Amendment
implications-. And, that Tipper
was calling for increased parental
awareness and voluntary efforts
on the part of the record industry.
Senator Gore further noted
that the post-war era, in which
Americans were the big bankers
of the world, was coming to an
end. He insisted that the key to a
smooth transition into the new
era would involve direct working
relations with the Soviet Union, a
heavy emphasis on education and
job training, and realization of
the impending Global Economy.
"What is called for is not
tinkering around the edges. I'm
talking about a change in our
direction."
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Colourfield illuminating
Scott MacDonald
Staff Writer

The Co\uorf\e\d-Deception-***
Once again, Britain has
provided us with an above average
new wave pop group, The Coulourfield. Their second album,
Deception, is styled much like
Depeche Mode and New Order's
rhythms, keyboards, and song
structures. Songwriter and lead
singer Terry Hall's vocals are a
very strong presence throughout
the album, with his smooth and
melodic tone complementing the
intricate songs.
The album opens with
"Badlands'" a haunting look into
life's darker side. It's also a good
example of The Colourfield's
style, as its backed with synths and
strings. "Running Away" has
more of a funk beat, emphasized
by Roland Orzabal's (Tears For
Fears) guitar work and synth
horns. There are some flaws,
however, and "She" is the biggest
one on the album. A lame, cliched
"lost love" song, "She" is mostly
silly having absolutely nothing
new to say. "Confession" shows
this band at its best. The song tells
how a mart found strength, love
and purpose in religious faith, but
then proceeded to take a "magic

ride on other people's money."
Eventually, he builds a wealthy
religious empire that "holds their
hands to steal their lands and turns
our bibles into building plans."
While The Colourfield are
representative of many English
"synth pop" groups today, their
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Wonderous Stories

songwriting is very solid and they
have the ability to diversify their
sound, as they did in "Miss Texas
1967" and "Goodbye Sun Valley."
Deception shows The Colourfield
has the talent to achieve the commercial success of antecedant
bands such as D.M. and N.O.

Robert Amoroso
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Way to go, Jimmy Swaggart...The preacher and the
prostitute...I always thought this dude (or should I say stud) was much
more dangerous than a Bakker...A fall from grace?...Nah...Call it
justice...More and more video releases are coming so get the VCR's
ready...Hamburger Hill, a bloodbath disguised as a Vietnam flick,
comes March 2...The Squeeze, that Michael Keaton classic, should be
out the same day...How about The Princess Bride....Release date is
March 30... Very good film...Let's talk sequelmania...There is already
talk ofa Dirty Dancing II You know that Patrick Swayze song from
the original?...Could have been much worse..J}everly Hills Cop III is
almost official as well...Can't be pleased...Part II of the already tired
series comes on video March 9...Oscars?...I'm not even going to
bother...I still don't know why Jackie Gleason wasn't nominated last
Academy night for Nothing In Common How about this: there will
be a two-hour TV movie of the Incredible Hulk series where Bill
Bixby and Lou Ferrigno will reprise their roles as David Banner and
his muscular green-skinned alter ego...I liked the show in the seventh
grade...Better than Dukes of Hazzard...Did anybody say
music?...First off, I know nothing about the reports concerning the
break-up of the Beastie Boys...If such is true, I'd be relatively surprised, but not overwhelmingly shocked.. .For those of you who know
what a "cut-out" is: Boston's Third Stage was given "the snip"...Look
for Pink Floyd to come back for a second leg of their "tour"...M.
Jackson at MSG first week in March while Bruce plays Nassau Vets.
Mem. Col. April 1 and 2..Thought I'd throw such info in...You want
tix?...Call your local scalper...Or call Jimmy Swaggart, I hear he isn't
doing much lately...Amoroso, show some self-control...Nah...I'm
surprised Julian Cope isn't a bigger star...How about MTV's new
look...Nice globe...In the midst of my excessiveness in the thank you
dept., I omitted Mike Lohle's name...Thank you, Jim Sheridan for the
DLR critique...Good thorough stuff...Did you hear Husker Du might
break up?...That's what's been goin' round in therumormill...Tempus
Fugit. •

7959 Pink Thunderbird: Humorous Portrait at the Playhouse
By Brian Dunleavy
Staff Writer
Since Monday, February
22, the Fairfield University Playhouse has performed James
McLure's 1959 PinkThu.Aerbird.
The play is a humorous portrayal
of aTexas man's memories of days
gone by in his 1959 Pink Thunderbird convertible.
The play begins with three
Texas women discussing the
troubles and doubts that exist in

their lives. Kara Callender, as
Elizabeth Caulder, was excellent
in her portrayal of the wife of Roy
Caulder, a wild and insecure Vietnam vet, who has left his wife
pregnant and in doubt of her future. Elizabeth (Kara) is discussing her problems with her best
friend Hattie Dealing (Tara
Lucano). Miss Lucano was fantastic in the role of a very amusing
character. Hattie has doubts of her
own, dealing with her children and
long-lost love (who is in prison and
not represented in the cast). These

two ladies are joined by the seemingly confident Amy Lee Fullernoy (Linda Williams). However,
as you watch Amy Lee you get the
feeling she is as insecure as the
others. She discusses others to
avoid discussing herself. Linda
Williams was also very good in her
role.
The second act features the
views of three men, and their
views of many of the same problems. Michael H. Hegley played
the role of the wild, adulterous,

&L0 N D 0

Roy Caulder. In his fine portrayal,
Hegley depicts the lack of confidence Roy has had since the war.
He misses his best friend, the same
man Hattie wished to marry. And,
despite his own adulterous nature,
is angered to learn of his wife's
own infidelity. The only thing he
lives for is his 1959 Pink Thunderbird convertible. He is joined on
stage by two admiring peers. One,
his younger brother Ray, is naive
and thus unable to perceive his
brother's insecurity. Cletis Fullernoy, husband of Amy Lee, is

NA
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plagued by sexual doubt and is
both in admiration and fear of Roy.
These characters played by Sean
Lawless and Lee Hegley, respectively, also gave great performances.

Directed by Tom Zingarelli, the Playhouse's production
of 1959 Pink Thunderbird is excellent and will be presented until
Saturday, February 27. For ticket
information call the Playhouse
Box Office at 254-4010.

NIKON 35mm
Automatic Camera
Lost on Friday night at Beach.
If found please call

254-8290
Reward Offered

LONDON

• Art/Architecture • Business/Economics • Engineering • HumarvHeaRh Services
• JoumaBsm£omrrHjnications • Visual/Performing Arts • Politics

Homeworkers Wanted!

WASHINGTON

Top Pay!

• Politics • Business/Economics • Pre-Law • International Relations
• JcxjrrBfenVCommunications • Health Fields • The Arts • Speciality

C.I., 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite 222,
Norman, OK 73069

At programs include 16 semester-tour credits, fuB-time internships, centr^y-kxated apartments,
individuaiized placements for vituaty every academic interest
PwttclpM»<«rmittlwvt|unfcifOfmriofiWui;3J/4.0aw.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY

NAME

(617) 3534688
Internship Programs,
725 CornrnonwaaJh Avenue B2,
Boston, MA 02215
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STUDENTS
Work during
semester break.

'"temporary Services
1-1712
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Sunday Afternoon brings festive Family Concert

The Fairfield Mirror

(PR) — The Fairfield University Chamber Players are delighted to announce a special family concert featuring Saint-Saens'
Carnival of The Animals on Sunday afternoon, February 28, at
2:30pm in the Campus Center Oak
Room. The young at heart of all
ages are welcome for an afternoon
of music and story including
Ferdinand the Bull. The Gingerbread Man by Connecticut composer Cathy Waldman, and the
world premier of The Singing
Bone, by film composer ErnJest
Troost.
The Artistic Directors of the
Players, violinist Yuval Waldman
and pianist Orin Grossman, will
be joined in the program by a great
number of talented performers.
For example, Tom Zingarelli, Artistic Director of the Fairfield University Playhouse, and successful
actor and director, will narrate,
along with Wendy Lesniak. Active in stock and regional theatre,
Wendy has had numerous offBroadway roles including "Barefoot in the Park" and "The Private

Ear". She is frequently heard and
seen in radio and television commercials.
Cathy Waldman has composed and produced numerous
works for children. She received a
Connecticut Commission on the
Arts Composer'sGranttodevelop

the piece we will hear on Sunday.
Ernest Troost has composed many
scores for television and the movies. He won an emmy award for a
PBS Great Performances Special
and wrote the music to the new
version of Beauty and the Beast,
starring Jessica Lange.

Tickets for the event may
be ordered by calling 255-9169
or at the door. There are no
reserved seats, so come early
for best selection.

An education for those who can't look the other way.

If you gain satisfaction
from reaching out and
helping others, Northeastern University has a special
place for you. At BostonBouve College of Human
Development Professions
you can learn to assist
others realize their full
potential.
Most of our programs are
offered on a part-time and
full-time basis and combine
classroom theory with
practical, hands-on
experience.
Call (617) 437-2708 or write
to us at 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.
Master of Education
Programs
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of
Reading
• Curriculum and
Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
Administration
• Special Education
Master of Science
Programs
• Counseling Psychology

• Exercise Sciences
Athletic Training
Biomechanics
Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Physical Education
• Recreation .Sport &
Fitness Management
• Rehabilitation Counseling
• Speech-Language
Pathology & Audiology
Nondegree Certification
Programs _
• Counseling
• Elementary & Secondary
School Teacher Preparation
• Special Education

m

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

An equal opportunity/affirmative
action university.
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Art Trips Set
for Summer
(PR) - The Fairfield University Fine Arts Department has announced a number of summer trips
to England, Italy, France, Switzerland and Budapest, focusing on
theater, art and music.
On Aug. 10-21, Thomas Zingarelli, artistic and managing director of the University Playhouse,
will lead a theater trip to England
and Scotland. Four nights will be
spent in London with performances and backstage tours of the
National Theater, the Theatre
Museum at Covent Gardens, and
the Victorian Music Hall at the
Players Club Theatre. This will
also include a visit to the original
Globe Theatre site and the Bear
Garden's Shakespeare Museum in
Stratford-Upon-Avon for a performance by the Royal
Shakespeare Company and a
backstage tour of the New Globe
Theatre. A second night will be
spent in Yorkshire for a performance and visit by playwright Alan
Ayckborn.
The trip will then move on to"
Edinburgh, Scotland, home of the
world's renowned drama festival,
for several theater and musical
performances, and a Scottish banquet at the Round Stables of prestigious Prestonfield House. Visits
to illustrious Castle Howard, the
Georgian Theatre Royale at
Richmond, and some celebrated
"stately homes" will conclude the
trip.
The Fine Arts Department has
also scheduled a trip to the key
artistic centers of Italy including
Rome, Orvieto, Perugia, Assisi,
Siena, Florence, Venice and Milan.
Dr. Philip Eliasoph, chairman
of the Fine Arts Department, will
head a tour that views Italy as a
"museum without walls" filled
with antique, medieval, renaissance and baroque art. The group
will visit world renowned museums, chapels, galleries, monuments, vineyards, and villas that

Continued on page 12

PICTURE YOURSELF AMONG
THE MASTERPIECES
OF FRANCE.

('mon-ey 101)

STUDENTS,
TEACHERS
ADVANTAGE has office work to fit
your schedule. Earn extra $$$ while
exploring the local job market when
time permits. Take "ADVANTAGE" of
your flexibility with a service that can
work around your schedule, your
needs. Call us today!

Ad-Van-tage
TKMHIRAKY SKK VICKS INC.O

Great monuments, great
gardens, great art and great
fun... all are part of Fairfield
University's tour of the
Masterpieces of France.

secret corners of Paris. Tour
the famed chateaux of the
Loire valley. Experience the
awesome beauty of Chartres.
And much, much more.

As a part of a small, congenial group led by art historian
Gertrude Grace Sill, you'll
discover the highlights and

Academic credit is available.
For details and itinerary,
contact: Gertrude Grace Sill,
Room 19, Canisius Hall.

(203) 254-4110.

School of Continuing
Education Fairfield, CT 06430

UNIVERSITY

Lots of choices.
Lots of security.

780 Summer Street
Stamford
327-4356
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have enchanted artistically inspired pilgrims for centuries.
(The tour cost is $2,525.)
In June, art historian Gertrude
Grace Sill will conduct a tour that
will visit art treasures in France:
the Picasso Museum, the Garden
of France and the Loire Valley
chateaux.
(The cost of this trip is
$2,500.) ■

Arts & Entertainment
There is also a 12-day trip,
directed by Fine Arts Professors
Orin Grossman and Jane Sutherland that will explore the music
and art of Vienna and Budapest. In
Vienna, the trip will explore the
city with a visit to the
Schonbrumm
Palace,
St.
Stephen's Cathedral, and the
Kunsthistorishes Museum. There
will also be performances of the

The Fairfield Mirror

Vienna Philharmonic during the
Vienna Festival.
In Budapest, the group will
visit
the
Royal
Castle,
Fisherman's Bastion, the Bartok
Museum, Fine Arts Museum and
the Hungarian National Opera.
(The cost of the tour is
$2,450.)
More information is available
from Dr. Eliasoph at 254-4110.

The Lydian and Brodsky Quartet performed their special
brand of Chamber Music on Friday, February 19th in the
Oak Room

"Retrato de Mujer" an original litograph by Mexican artist, Rufino
Tamayo

Art Show
(PR) - Lublin Collection Fine
Art Gallery, "Contemporary Latin
American Masters" - a mixed
media show of over 80 pieces,
featuring a special collection of
recent work by Bolivian artist,
Alfredo La Placa, and a group
exhibition of selected works by:
Jose Luis Cuevas, Leonardo Nierman, Carlos Ochagavia, G. Rodo

Boulanger, Guillermo Silva Santamaria, Rufino Tamayo, Sergio
Gonzales Tornero, Leonora Carrington and Francisco Zuffiga.
Feb. 25 through March 25. Hours:
9AM to 5:30PM, Mon.-Fri., Sat.
until 6PM. The Fine Arts Building, 95 East Putnam Ave.,
Greenwich CT. Call 203-6228777 in CT or 800-243-4004 elsewhere.

Classified

The Fairfield Mirror
For sale: new Royal Cavalier- 1200. Portable, electric typewriter with lift-off correction tape.
Brand new. $70.00. 367-8409.

ence. Call 254-2112.

Wanted: student with typesetting and graphics experience to
lay out 8 page newsletter. Interested, contact Carole Brown, 2548117.

Pure Drive Productions is
looking forresponsibles student to
join young company. Learn office
administration and Lotus computer skills. Work can be performed on campus in the Computer Center. Call 227-7571 anytime.

Wanted: responsible person with dynamic personality, interested in food and people, for
part-time positions at gourmet
take-out and bakery. Call 2543163.

Seeking handsome, selfassured men. Wimps need not
apply. must_be 5'5" or taller.
(Candidates w/photos are considered first). Contact Box 1,313 or
1250.

Paid positions available in
technical and administrative departments. Flexible hours. All
majors considered. Please contact
Delia Smith, NYNEX Business
Centers (Stamford) 325-8400.

National College Marketing company seeks individual or
campus organization to market
well known credit cards right on
campus. Flexible hours, excellent
pay and full training. Call Ms.
Lorickat(800)592:2121.

port is looking for a person to work
part time. Hours are flexible. Call
454-0439 to set up an appointment.
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Annnouncement
Come Play:

Wake -N- Bake in Negril,
Jamaica. $469 Includes: R/T air, 7
nights and transfers. 1-800-4267710.
Part time help wanted in
Southport doctor's office. 3:006:00Mon-Fri. Some typing, clerical and assisting. Call 259-4731.
Mon-Fri.
Teaching Position Available: Percussion Instructor for
National Level Marching Band in
Trumbull. From September to end
of November. $10 an hour or
negotiable. Call Diane Farrell at
374-1058 after 4pm or Ted McAndrew at 452-5101.

Experienced
attendant
needed for Fairfield University's
darkroom. Afternoon hours available. $4 an hour. Call Mrs. Steinmann at 268-8324 or 254-4000
ext. 2411.

1

Female housemate
Part time shipper/receiver needed for beach house on Lalli
wanted for growing company. Blvd. during 88'-89' school year.
Hours flexible — will work with' Call 255-7408.
your schedule. Must be reliable.
Please call 367-5699.

La Moda Boutique in Fairfield is looking for a competent,
friendly student wityh" a.great personality to sell in store. Opportunity to gain valuable sales experi-

Gain valuable experience
and refrences while in college!
Build your resume while using
your discount to build a great
wardrobe. J. Mclaughlin in West-

The Dating Game!
Date: Wed, March 23.
Time: 8-10pm
Place: Stag-Her Inn
As seen on T.V. —
Outcharm your opponents
and win a free date, or — Be
a contestant a question a
panel of lovely men/women
and choose your own date.
Prize: Win a free night
out!
So come on out on
March 23 and win a free
night on the town.
Those interested, put
your name, Box# and
telephone # in Box 1093.
Sign up between Feb. 22 and
March 4.

'88 Nights:
Buses will leave from the Ths at
6:00pm
Buses will leave from the beach at
6:15pm

Annnouncement
The following is a schedule of
events the Campion and Joques
RA's have compiled as part of
Social Awareness Week:
Thursday, Feb. 25 - 8:00pm
Gonzaga Auditorium
"Crisis USA: Families Without
Homes"
Friday, Feb. 26 - 10:00am-2:00pm
Merton House, Bridgeport
Work at the Soup Kitchen
Lunchtime: Petition signing and
Soup kitchen sign-ups
Campus Center
Saturday, Feb. 27 - 2:00pm
"Hands Across the Quad"
*arrive at 2:00 to organize
*2:30 "Hands"
3:00pm
Loyola Chapel
Slide Show and Recruiting Drive
"What Can you Do To Help?"
Sunday, Feb. 28
Combined Mass for Joques and
Campion
Also during the week—The RA's
will be collecting items (food,
clothes, blankets, towels, sheets,
shoes, toothpaste, toothbrushes,
shampoo, diapers, etc.)
These items will be brought to
the Family Shelter, Project
Hope, Prospect House, and Merton House.

■UMNB' "
The FUN
Party Supply
Shop

• SINGING
TELEGRAMS
•BALLOON
ARRANGEMENTS
• COSTUMED
CHARACTERS

/

SPECIAL
DELIVERIES
from$25
Call for details
VISIT OUR
CARD & GIFT
SHOP
1875 Black Rock Tpke
FAIRFIELD
Off Katona Drive, behind
Newmark & Lewis
FAIRFIELD

NORWALK

367-1876

852-1876

NEW HAVEN

STAMFORD

787-1876

- 967-9090

Sports
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Spring thaw sends Stag Nine down South
Andy Davis
Staff Writer

The Fairfield University
baseball team will open its spring
season March 6 against East Carolina University as part of their trek
through the state of North Carolina. The Division I Stags look to
improve on their 15-18 campaign
of last year and junior co-captain
Joe Solimine notes, "Experience is
going to be the key to our success
this season. We're still a relatively
young ball club yet each position
can be filled by a capable veteran."
The Stags graduated just
two seniors from a club who rallied
at last season's end to win 15 out of
their final 23 contests and wound
up finishing third in the MAAC
conference at a 8-6 clip. However,
the team has had trouble winning
games south of Philadelphia in the
past 2 years and realize a few wins
in Carolina can spark a successful
year. "We have to come back
north with a few wins," explains
Solimine, "if we come together
quick enough we could very well
win 7 games on the Southern
Swing."
The club has been practicing diligently for the last 2 months
within the confines of Alumni Hall
and are desperately looking forward to break camp and begin the
season. Here's a close up look of
what to expect on the diamond this
year:
Catcher - Joe Solimine
(Jr.)
Co-captain Solimine will once
again be looked up to for leadership and guidance to bind the
squad. Solimine is a remarkably
powerful hitter with an excellent
arm from behind the plate. Also
known to scare a few umps in the
league.
1st Base - Chris Cook (Sr.)
Cook will start for the second
straight season as the anchor of the
left side of infield. A very hard
worker who surprised many with
his power surge last year and fine
average (.313). Sophomore Iggy

Jaca will back Chris up.
2nd Base - Dan Buchanan
(Soph.)
Dan started all 33 games last season as a freshman. He's a good
contact hitter who will probably
hit in the lead-off spot.
Shortstop
Matt
McLaughlin (Jr.)
McLaughlin, by and large, is the
best athlete of the squad and leads
the returners in hits. Great speed
and a excellent glove may land
Matt on the All-MAAC squad.
Takes over Ken McGovern's role
as the Fan's Favorite.
3rd Base - Brian Cleary

(Soph.) or Fran Mearas
Still battling for the job at
presstime. Cleary who has had
some experience at the hot corner
may have the inside track for the
job.
Outfield - Question marks
are always mentioned in the same
phrase as the Stags outfield. The
three spots can easily be filled by
five very capable and experienced
players. Dave Arnott (Soph.) and
roommate Darin Fink (Soph.)
could see action in left field and at
the DH spot just as they've seen
action at Gary's this year. Mike
Svab (Soph.) who is recovering

from a knee injury will challenge
Sean Looney (Soph.) who started
in center in the fall for that position. Rob Bernaziak (Frosh.) may
be the only freshman to crack the
opening day line-up in right field.
Pitching - Pitching as always will be a key factor in the
Stag season. Co-captain Jose
Perez (Sr.) anchors the squad for a
second straight season. Other
starters who can be relied heavily
on are Sophomore Matt Gardner
and newcomers Steve Becker and
Mike Arendal. Mike Andrews
(Jr.), Brian Tousignant (Sr.), Matt
Torrentti (Soph.) and Ron Jason

MAAC
Facts
Women's Hoop

Skating Stags skidding
By the New Melee and
TUHH
StaffWriters
The second half of the Fairfield Ice Hockey season started off
with promise due to five new faces
putting on the red and white.
Seniors Chris McKeon, Tim Fitzgerald and John Cardinali laced up
the skates after a year's absence.
Freshman Mike Forrest finally
was able to play for the Stags after
a semester of probation. Junior
Mike Fitzgerald came back from a
semester in England. The Stags
thus looked quite formidable on
paper. Fairfield skated to a 4-4 tie
with Iona to open up the second
half. This would prove to be the
highlight of the road trip as the
Stags would drop their next 6
games. After a 4-1 victory over
Amherst the Fairfield Icemen lost
the next 5 games. This past weekend the skating Stags flew to Buffalo and Boston for 3 games. Although they dropped all 3 games,
much joviality, frivolity and swilling took place.
Redlines: Joe "the One
Man Gang" Felice won the first

annual Stag Battle Royal in room
2205 at the Mariott Copley. Joe
"Air" Cranna might never want to
go for a plane ride again as he
painted the inside of the plane with
his lunch. Puddles must practice
his basketball shooting or he will
have to buy many more drinks for
lovely ladies in every bar he is in.
His attempt at a 25 foot hook shot
landed in some lady's drink and
broke her glass. Hockey Team
cheers to Doc's 4:09AM wake up
call, and to the Dome shot that poor
old lady on the plane took to the
head as baggage fell from an overhead luggage rack.
To Chris McKeon for needing very little sleep. To Rene
Marion's 10 most underrated east
coast snack bars. To Mike Forrest
and his 4 of 6 Stag goals over the
weekend. Unbelievably, he did
show us he could make an inside
move, but still hasn't learned to
pass the biscuit. To the breadbox
with wings the Stags chartered
back from Boston. To Mike
Rtzy's ability to make new friends
everywhere he goes. To John
Cardinali's hidden dancing and
partying ability.

(Soph.) will aid in long relief while
John Dieli (Jr.) and Tom Murray
(Soph.) will be the stoppers.
Stag Notes: Other opponents in North Carolina will include George Mason University
and Virginia Commonwealth to
name a few. The Stags open their
home skid March 23 against the
Pace University Setters which
means just 20 shopping days left to
pick up your season tickets. Season ticket holders will receive a
free poster of the Stag manager/
pitcher/jai-alai player Jim
Hoffman. See you at Alumni Field
on the 23rd for a 3:30 start.

LaSalle
MAAC: 9-1
Pet.: 8-2
Overall: 21-3

St. Peter's
MAAC: 3-6
Pet.: .333
Overall: 16-8

Fairfield
MAAC: 8-2
Pet.: .800
Overall: 15-7

Iona ^
MAAC: 1-9
Pet.: .100
Overall: 6-18

Holy Cross
MAAC: 7-3
Pet.: .700
Overall: 18-7

MAAC
Tournament

Manhattan
MAAC: 6-4
Pet.: .600
Overall: 15-10

March
7th-9th

Clubs, Dorm Floors, and Teams:

STAND APART FROM
THE OTHERS!
Have your design professionally printed on:
• T-Shirts • Sweats • Hats
• Painter's Caps • Buttons
• Just About Anything You Can Imagine

High Quality Proven Reliability
Best Prices In Town

MONKEY BUSINESS
The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.
187$ BUck Rock TuRNpikt, FAiRfMd,
(bchiNfJ

NEWMARIC ANC) LEWIS)

•

LOTS

CONNECTICUT

of fait DMtkiNq.

For more Info, Please Contact
Your Campus representataive:

MIKE McPADDEN
Box 1942
372-2288

EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.
The College Consortium for International Studies.
CCIS. is composed of 170 American Universities and
Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year long
study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs
Financial Aid Available
England
• Switzerland
IRELAND
Israel
Mexico
Ireland
Canada
Fall Semester
Germany
France
In Dublin
Spain
China
Italy
Sweden
St. Patrick's College
Denmark
Portugal
Maynooth
Scotland
Colombia
Ecuador
1987 - 88 Over 1 500 U.S. Students Registered for CCIS Programs
English is the instructional language in all programs.
Six hours of the language of the host country is required.

X4fe

Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

College Consortium For International Studies
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Swimmers dive into
Tourney Schedule
Rick Lewis
Swim Team Coach
Everything is calm, but the
snow continues to fall as the 200
athletes arrive at West Point for the
first evenings finals. Shortly afterwards, the Olympic pool erupts
almost as if under seige. The fastest and most competitive MAAC
swimming and diving meet ever.
Sheila Borski, Liz Bannon,
Becky O'Brian, and Clare Fries
begin the Stag attack blazing to
fifth in the 200 medley relay. Jim
Turney cruises to a school record
taking 14th while Kate Heller
speeds to an excellent tenth place
clocking in the 500 free. O'Bram
returns to finish 16th in the 200IM
while Joan Laux and Fries stroke
their way to ninth and eleventh in
the 50 free.
The Airborne units join the
scoring barrage with Leslee Aquavia and Erin O'Brien sommersaulting their way to eight and
ninth off the 3 meter board. The
initial assault closed with the 800
Freestyle Relays finishing fifth
and sixth. Laux, Heller, O'Bram,
and Bannon outlasted Iona to take
fifth while Turney, David Savage,
Karl Riebel, and Greg Zielinski
crushed St. Peter's to finish sixth.
However, the true test of the
day was still to come. The snow
was still falling outside. The normally 15 minute ride would take
90 minutes and require pushing
numerous vehicles out of the way
in order to get over the mountain.
The rest of the meet saw better
wheather and more exceptional
performances.
Laux, Borski, Heller, and
Fries sprinted their way into the
university record books clocking a
very fast 1:46 in finishing fourth in
the 200 Free Relay. Fries and
Borski followed with fourteenth

and sixteenth in the Backstroke
while Bannon stroked her way into
15th in the 100 Breaststroke.
Turney, meanwhile grabbed
his second school record...taking
eleventh in the 200 free. Laux,
Heller, and O'Bram followed in
the 100 Fly, clocking in with 3rd,
7th and 15th. Laux's bronze medal
time of 1:01.32 a new University
record.
Heller showed her endurance
and mental toughness as she sped
to 6th in the gruelling 400 IM.
Not to be outdone by the
swimmers...Acquavia, O'Bram,
Kelly Molkenthin, and Charlotte
Perna twisted to 7th, 9th, 12th, and
13th place in the low board diving
event.
The second day ended with
the 400 medley Relay...Borski,
Bannon, O'Bram, and Fries
cruised to fourth a Riebel, Turney,
Zielinski, and Jose Fajardo finished sixth ahead of Manhattan
and St. Peter's.
The final day opened with the
mile, a true test of endurance,
which saw Jim Turney swimming
the evnt for the first time, finish
11th, breaking the University record by 80 seconds. Dave Savage,
Charlie Sahm, Liz MacDonald and
Ken Caisse also competed in this,
the longest competitive event.
Laux followed speeding to
eight in the 100, Bannon 14th in
the 200 Breast, and Heller Laux
and O'Bram stroked to 4th, 7th,
and 15th in the 200 Fly.
The meet concluded with the
Free Relays. Laux, Borski, Heller
and Fries cruised to fifth while
Fajardo, Zielinski, Riebel, and
Turney sped to sixth.
After 3 days of swimming, the
Stags amassed over 400 points to
complete their.most successful
MAAC's ever in fifth place overv
all.

Troy Bradford will have to do plenty of this for the Stags to pull an upset in the MAAC Tourney on
March 2.
Photo: Belcourt

Men's Hoop
Statistics

The Smart
Way to See
More and
Spend Less

DID YOU KNOW?

Whether you're crossing the USA, touring
Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see
the most fascinating sites and get the
most from your dollar with today's bestselling budget travel series. LET'S GO
takes you off the beaten path, "away from
the clutter and crowds" (Houston Post).

• There are untouristed, unspoiled
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
most popular resorts

"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive." —Los Angeles Times
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA • Europe • Mexico • Britain & Ireland
• France • Italy • Greece • Israel & Egypt
• Spain, Portugal & Morocco • California &
Hawaii • Pacific Northwest, Western Canada
& Alaska
$10.95 each (USA and Europe, $11.95 each)

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS

• You can stay in a bungalow in Haifa,
Israel for $7.50 a night—with breakfast!
• One of the friendliest B&B's in Scotland
only costs £3.75 a night
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4
• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin

...and much, muchi

Troy Bradford
Rebounds: 50,
RPG:2.1
Points: 556, PPG:
23.2
Tom Squeri
Rebounds: 163,
RPG: 6.5
Points: 240, PPG:
9.6
Ed Duncan
Rebounds: 108,
RPG: 4.3
Points: 237, PPG:
9.5
Harold Brantley
Rebounds: 160,
RPG: 6.4
Points: 208, PPG:
8.3
Marvin Walters
Rebounds: 87,
. RPG 3.5
Points: 169, PPG:
6.8
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Blown out Stags not bummed out
Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
"I'd prefer Holy Cross or
Fordham."
The Rams of Fordham may
have heard Fairfield Coach Mitch
Buonaguro's comment on the
upcoming first round of the
MAAC tournament and seemed to
say, "You want the' Cross" with an
80-65 victory in the Bronx on Saturday.
The inside work of Fordham
forwards' Tom Parrotta and Joe
Paterno vs. Bradford, Brantley,
and Squeri kept Fordham's first
half lead fluctuating between two
and eight. With 2:17 left and the
Stags down 25-19, Parrota banked
in a five-footer. Thirty seconds
later Patemo hit a layup , got hit,
and converted the three-point play.
Just 12 seconds later, Fred Quarterbaum got an easy layup for
Fordham's sixth and seventh
points in less than a minutet, and
the Rams were up a baker's dozen,
32-19. With fifty ticks left in the
half, Tom Squeri nailed an eighteen-footer from the comerto break
the run, but Fordham's Mark Taylor answered with a three-point
bomb just five seconds before the
buzzer.

The Stags headed lor the
locker room dejected and down by
14, 35-21. The Fairfield faithful
began heading for the Bronxian
bars sensing that "she would write
no more." Unfortunately, they
were right. It got as big as 23 a few
times, yet the Stags continued to
scrap and outscored Fordham 1911 over the last five minutes. Tom
Squeri connected for 10 over this
time, helping to get the margin
down to a respectable fifteen, 8065. The Stags were actually only
outscored by one point in the high
scoring second hallf, 45-44.
Squeri topped the Stags within 20
points, on 8 for 10 shooting, and 7
rebounds in probably his best effort of the season. Bradford, on the
other hand, was a cold 6 for 15, and
was held to 17 points and 6 assists.
Harold Brantley shot well but not
enough, as he finisheed with 8
points on 2 for 3 from the field and
4 of 5 from the line. Steve Hagis
scored 7 points, grabbed 3 rebounds and blocked 2 shots in an
encouraging 13 minutes of p.t.
The Stags stand at 7-18 and 3-9 in
the MAAC entering Wednesday's
tilt with Holy Cross.
Joe Paterno led a balanced
Fordham ledger with 18 followed
by Danny o'Sullivan's 15. The
Rams improved to 15-12, 8-4 in

longer schedule the Stags look
more legit wih a 74-48 blowout.
The faster, stronger Big East Boys
took less than five minutes to turn
A 20-15 game into a 35-15 snoozer
with three minutes left in the first
half.
UCONN 74 Fairfield 48
Troy Bradford found Big East
A week ago today, the annual defense tougherthan the MAAC's
Fairfield-UCONN series came to a and his 1000th point took longer to
close at the New Haven Coliseum. get than expected.
UCONN made their desire to no
UCONN frustrated Troy into

ibe MAAC, are assured of finishing in the top four, and thus wilt
play their first MAAC tournament
game at Rose Hill Gymnasium.
This time, our visit was welcome.

Troy Bradford launches a three pointer against
UCONN at the New Haven Coliseum
Photo: Montopoli

3 of 13 shooting, no 3 pointers
despite four times, and only 12
points. Marvin Walters got a
dozen also, as well as 5 assists, yet
Harold Brantley was Fairfield's
player of the game. Harold's 18
points and 10 rebounds against a
very large UCONN front line provided much encouragement in an
otherwise discouraging evening.
Cliff Robinson led UCONN with
21 points in just 27 minutes.

Eddie Duncan goes up for a jumper against
UCONN last Thursday night.
Photo: Belcourt

Lady Stags take two tough ones
Still second in MAAC
Ken Jordan
Assistant Sports Editor
Taking their second place
standing on the road this past
week, the Fairfield University
Women's Basketball Team retained their perch just below LaSalle in the MAAC race with victories over St. Peter's and
Fordham. The triumphs did not
come without their nailbiting
moments, however, as both games
were deadlocked at the half. The
Lady Stags mustered all they could
and emerged from each contest by
outplaying their opponents in the
second half, beginning with a
tough battle against the Lady Peacocks of St. Peter's:
The Lady Stags controlled the
game early, and they held an 18-10
lead about halfway through the
opening period after a Tasia Turkalo bucket. The Lady Peacocks
went on to a 15-5 run, however,
over the next five minutes and with
3:50 left to go until intermission
led 25-23. Both teams traded twopointers before retiring to their
respective lockerrooms, and
halftime found a 29 under each
school's name.
The second half began with a
Dana Pellegrino layup just five
seconds in, and again the two
teams traded hoops until St.
Peter's opened up a seven point
lead at 49-42 with 10:26 remaining. The Lady Stags quickly
caused that lead to disappear, and
with 4:18 remaining in the contest,
Turkalo's two free throws knotted
the score at 56 a piece. After each
coach used one of their timeouts,
there was a two minute scoring
drought, until senior co-captain
Dana Pellegrino took over. She
was fouled with 15 seconds to

play, and calmly sank both. St. 8 boards. Dana Pellegrino shot 11Peter's failed to convert in its own 20 from the floor and finished with
end, and with 4 seconds remaining 24 tallies. Again the freshman
, Pelligrino (15 points, 5 rebounds) combo of Mikelic and Sacca procanned another charity toss. With vided support to Nolan's recruitthat, the final score read 59-56 in ing talents, as Mikelic poured in 14
Fairfield's favor, as the Lady Stags points and Sacca showed her inused a 9-2 run over the final 5:38 to side strength with 9 tallies and 8
glass cleaners.
secure the victory.
The Lady Stags dominated the
Pellegrino led the Lady Stags
in scoring, while Turkalo chipped boards, as they held a 46-22 edge
in with 13. Freshman sensation in that category, while shooting
Lisa Mikelic chipped in with 55% (38-69) from the floor.
twelve points, while fellow freshLady Lines: Fairfield remains
man Tricia Sacca contributed 8
points and 9 rebounds. The Lady one game behind LaSalle in the
Stags shot 9-11 from the free- MAAC, as the Lady Explorers are
throw line, while the Lady Pea- also coming off a two-victory
cocks shot only 4-9. With the aid week..Atpress time, LaSalle is 21 of 20 rebounds from Tonya Grant, 3 overall, 9-1 MAAC,'while FairSt. Peter's had a dominant edge on field stands at 15-7, 8-2..Lisa
Mikelic now leads the MAAC inthe boards at 48-32.
steals with 2.5 spg...Tasia Turkalo
and Dana Pelligrino stand #2 and
Fairfield 91 Fordham 73
#5 in the MAAC infield goal perAgain, the Lady Stags found centage at press time...Turkalo is
themselves tied at the intermis- third in rebounding..At press
sion, yet this time with a very weak time, the MAAC is among the Top
Fordham squad (5-18, 1-10). Five conferences in the nation in
Jeanine Radice, the leading scorer free throw percentage, andfirst in
in the MAAC, had 23 points at the 3 ponit field goal percentage.
half for Fordham, while senior cocaptain Tasia Turkalo had netted
15 for the Lady Stags on 6-7 from
the floor and 3-4 from the stripe.
Lady's Hoop at Manhattan
Dana Pelligrino also had a dozen at
lpm
the half for Fairfield
Men's Hoop at Manhattan
Coach Dianne Nolan's
3:30pm
halftime speech may not be fit to
be printed in this column, but reIce Hockey vs. Scranton
gardless of that fact, it must have
8pm
penetrated below the skin of the
Lady Stags. Fairfield outscored
the Lady Rams 47-29 in the second
half, and emerged with a 91-73
Lady's Hoop vs. Cleveland St.
victory. Radice was held to 8
7pm
points in the second half (she finished with a game-high 31), while
Turkalo continued her hot shooting and finished with 27 points and Men's Hoop at MAAC Tourney

Saturday, 27

Monday, 29

Wed. March, 2

Stag Tracks
Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
Army Finished their MAAC schedule with a loss to
Fordham on Tuesday night...their MAAC record is 4-10 and
ours is 3-9 at press time.. .Saturday's contest at Manhattan, 3:30,
will determine where the Stags play on March 2 for the MAAC
tourney first round...a victory last night over Holy Cross would
make a victory on Saturday clinch at least sixth place at 5-9...a
loss last night would force the Stags to win on Saturday just to
tie Army at 4-10...then the confusing tie-breaking procedures
come in, so let's go the simple way and win both games...we
could also finish tied with Iona at 5-9 with two Stag wins and
an Iona loss at St. Peter's Sunday..it's all very confusing, but it
looks like the best bet is for us to beat Fordham on March 2....or
St. Peter's...I think....LaSalle's Lionel Simmons has overtaken
Troy Bradford atop MAAC scoring...he's at 24.0 through
Saturday and Troy's at 23.2...LaSalle has won 11 in a row and
bid tonight against St. Peter's for a first-ever undefeated
MAAC record of 14-0...the '85-'86 Stags currendy hold the
record of 13-1....Troy got his 1000th career point at home
against UCONN last Thursday...he now has 1018 and 556 this
season...he needs to get real hot this week to break Tony
George's record of 630...Harold Brandey is second in the
MAAC in blocked shots with 40 for a 1.6 average.. Lionel has
blocked 67 for 2.4 a game...Harold's tied for eight in rebounding at 6.4 while Tom Squeri is seventh at 6.5...try and make it
to the Wonderland of Ice in Bridgeport this Saturday to see the
Hockey Stags last game of the year against Scranton...the
Skaters are 5-19-1 right now despite the heroic, courageous
goaltending of John Cardinali...the "Cardinal must feel like his
uniform has a target painted on it..over this past weekend he
stopped something like 60 shots in one game..you can roadtrip
to Manhattan and see the last hoop game before the MAAC
tourney and then cruise back in time to grab some Schnapps for
your hot cocoa at the hockey game...the Men's Swim Team is
prepping for the Eastern College Championships at Brown on
March 3...the Damsel Divers will be at Springfield March 4 for
their Eastern College Championships...at p.t. the men are 4-9
and the women 9-5...Cheers to the Stork...all you need are a pair
of Ray-Bans...its another week closer...buy me some peanuts
and cracker..thanks guys, that was one of my favorite sunrises.

